Cemented nations
The capillary force of contemporary legislation will be soon able to quantify our breaths
and even asses their quality under of course highly generalizing schemes. This is to say
that life itself not only will be monitored but risks as it is now already the case, to be
orchestrated with the variations provided by the pyramidic bureaucracy on top of us.
Life itself can only be spared by those who like water can fluctuate through all the
various cracks that these increasingly automated mechanism how come to govern us try
to stem.
Now the result is highly predictable on my side of thinking. The more the world
governance will try to capture and contain life the more life will dissolve. There will be
those who lifeless will keep on playing according to the rules but the actual life and the
very hope for its much needed constant regeneration will be always inevitably found
elsewhere and away from the too sealing and cemented nations.
We have by now understood that of all nations the few ones that actually prosper are
the aristocratic ones meaning the one attempting much a philanthropic role in the
Olympus of power but in fact utterly exploit in a very subtle and legislated manner the
other nations. This is no reason for conflict among people; we just happen to be born in
certain geographic locations and truly all nations are fictitious constructs impeding in
the first place what is most natural, meaning a fluctuation in accordance with the
natural cycles forcing humans to constantly reconfigure themselves.
In the shadows of humans' imperialistic attitude which always find its way through
history, with all its catastrophic consequences, I will never get tired to repeat that life is
born elsewhere, at the edge, in the cracks and away from the human new empire. Even
though life is induced it will be the same life of a tasteless tomato under a greenhouse
and due to be canned.

